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Chapter 1683

Hearing the four bodyguards, the beasts were immediately relieved.

These four bodyguards have always recognized money but not people, let alone two
little humans, even if humans from all over the world come, they will do the same.

and. The abilities of the four major bodyguards are pretty good. Although each has only
the yellow level strength, the four people have coexisted for a hundred years and have a
tacit understanding. Plus the attributes of the four people are completely compatible with
each other. Together, the four of them can top up at least one and a half gold. level.

“This group of humans, catch our kind all day long, let us sign a master-servant contract
with them. Become their slaves.”

“Yeah, especially in this Void Sect, we are more like fish in captivity. We kill when we get
fat, and we kill when we get fat. It’s too much.”

“Waiting for the birth of the Beastmaster. We will work together to protect it. In the future,
it will surely lead us to fight back against humans. Don’t humans love to sign contracts?
Well, we will also sign contracts with them in the future, but they are our slaves!”

“it is good!”

Outside, the beasts are boiling.

At this time, Qin Shuang finally couldn’t support the two people who got into the cave, a
mouthful of blood poured into his throat, and the whole figure was very soft. Had it not
been for George Han’s support, she would have fallen.

Her injury has not healed at all, but she and Amelia Su have some similar personalities.
She would rather grin and grin than she would cry quietly.

Moreover, even if there is no injury, she will fight the big Pegasus first, and now meet the
stone monkey, everyone will be tired, not to mention that she is still a woman.

“Senior Sister, are you okay?” George Han said worriedly.

Qin Shuang did not answer, but said to him: “You help me find a quiet place, I want to
heal.”

George Han nodded and helped her enter the cave about five meters into the cave,
where there was another empty space. It was too deep inside, and George Han didn’t
plan to go in, in this direction. You can just see the situation at the entrance of the cave.



As soon as Qin Shuang sat down, he directly managed to heal his injuries, but just for
luck, he vomited a bit of blood.

George Han was sprayed with blood. But with a touch, George Han suddenly stood up
nervously, “Sister, are you poisoned?”

Qin Shuang’s blood is black, which proves that she is poisoned.

“The monkey deliberately let me go while I was about to leave. I was a little relieved and
slapped him.” Qin Shuang shook his head hard, the injuries in her body made her very
uncomfortable.

She could even feel death approaching her.

“The monsters didn’t seem to chase in.” George Han glanced outside the cave. Seeing
that there was no movement outside, he quickly walked to Qin Shuang’s front, and
continued. He transported the Tianyin energy in his body to heal Qin Shuang’s injuries.

“What are you doing?” Qin Shuang drank coldly.

“Heal your wounds.”

“No!” Qin Shuang shook his head: “With your little energy, let alone save me, it’s not bad
if you can save your life, but you can do me a favor.”

“What’s busy?”

Qin Shuang hesitated for a moment. Still put his eyes on George Han. “”Help me seal
the acupoints of the meridians and collaterals to prevent poisonous heart attack. “

She knew that the golden beast was extremely poisonous. With my current state, I can’t
clear it at all. The only hope is to protect the meridians, delay the poisoning time, and
wait for the rescue of the four peaks disciples.

However, she has been poisoned. If you exercise your power again to seal the pulse, it
will only make the poison stronger, so. She can only pin her hopes on George Han.

“It’s okay, sister, which two points are sealed.”

Qin Shuang’s face was reddened and did not speak.

George Han said anxiously: “Say it quickly.”

“In…in me…in the left part of my left chest and…and in the center of my chest.”

George Han’s raised hand froze in the air…

Do you really want to do this?



After thinking about it, it’s important to save people. George Han energized his fingers,
aiming at two places and snapping twice.

Sealing the meridians, Qin Shuang’s face was flushed, but his eyes were angry again.
Logically speaking, he was close to his private part, no matter who it was. Qin Shuang
would definitely kill him, but George Han was trying to save himself after all!

“Seal the meridians. I am no different from ordinary people now. During this period of
waiting for rescue, I will rely on you.” Although Qin Shuang understood. Pinning hopes
on George Han is simply unrealistic, because even oneself may not be able to withstand
the attacks of so many strange beasts.

But there is no way.

“I will teach you some advanced techniques of the nihility school, I read, you learn,
understand?” Qin Shuang ordered.

George Han nodded, and then, under the guidance of Qin Shuang, he carefully studied
several advanced techniques of the Void Sect. These advanced spells are divided into
three types: offense, defense, and support, but Qin Shuang only taught George Han
Thousands of attacks and one defense are two techniques.

The offensive falling rain ice sword, the defensive ice wall technique.

After half an hour passed, George Han understood his mind and his moves were
gradually familiarized under Qin Shuang’s guidance. When he was about to practice, at
this time, sneers suddenly came from the cave.

“Hehe, when did such a great beauty entered the cave?”

“Look at this figure, it’s the best of the best.”

“I can’t help drooling, hahaha.”

Chapter 1684

Hearing the sound, George Han’s whole face suddenly became cold, staring at the
cave.

The sound came from inside the cave, and to distinguish it from the sound, the number
of the other party turned out to be a terrible four.

“Kill that kid, leaving the beautiful woman, we brothers enjoy it.” He laughed.
Immediately afterwards, four figures came out of the dark cave.

As the light grew stronger, the four figures gradually became clear.



These four people are dressed strangely. Although they are human-shaped, they have
green eyes and purple lips, a hairstyle that kills Matt, and there are all kinds of weird
patterns on their faces. The most disgusting thing is that George Han discovered that all
four of them are actually Snake body.

George Han took an attacking posture as a whole, just after the crisis. Entering the
tiger’s den again, I really don’t know what blood mold was poured.

“Look, this guy is still in front of us.” Headed by the black tiger and purple lips, he
cracked his mouth and smiled, the mouthful of green unknown objects, how disgusting
and disgusting.

If there is a ugly game in the world, this guy just has to laugh. It will be the number one in
the world.

And it’s the kind of first place that Yiqi Juechen, there is no latter.

“Boy, we have no interest in men. Let’s get out of here. Let’s see if your Taoist buddy is
quite charming, spare you a dog.”

“Don’t disturb our interest here.”

“Of course, we don’t mind letting you return to the West, after all, killing you is just a
knife.” The other three grinned.

Qin Shuang frowned, and stood up at this moment, staring coldly at the four disgusting
things opposite: “Who are you?”

“Little girl, it doesn’t matter who we are. The important thing is that we will let you
experience what a woman’s real happiness is.” The headed person laughed.

While talking, the four people slowly moved towards the two.

Qin Shuang was about to draw his sword, but at this moment. George Han suddenly
stood in front of Qin Shuang.

“Move my senior sister? You four try?” George Han smiled coldly.

Seeing George Han Liangjian, the four wicked people stunned for a while, and then
burst into thunderous laughter.

“Hahahaha, did you see that this guy scared us.”

The four of them laughed, and the leader immediately shouted at George: “Hey, brat, do
you know how it feels when a kid holding a fire stick in front of you and saying that he
wants to kill you?”

After speaking, the four people laughed again.



George Han didn’t know how to deal with these four idiots, because these ridicules
would not affect his character at all.

“Burning a fire stick does not burn a fire stick. I only found out after trying it.” George Han
laughed sullenly, and the whole person picked up the energy and killed them directly.

George Han came quickly, and the four of them did not expect that George Han, a weak
man, would suddenly launch an offensive. For a time, he had no resistance to George
Han’s attack, and the wicked headed by George Han was directly affected by George
Han’s ice. Sword cut.

However, even with cuts, George Han’s cultivation base cannot cause any substantial
harm to the wicked.

The wicked slapped George Han’s chest with his backhand. Suddenly, George Han flew
out directly and hit the wall.

One pick four, the battle situation hardly needs to be thought about. When George Han
rushed in again, it was just a few rounds before George Han felt exhausted and suffered
repeated injuries.

“George. Be careful.” Qin Shuang yelled, seeing one of them sneak attack from behind
George Han when he was not paying attention. At this time, she rushed directly towards
George Han.

“puff!”

At this time, Qin Shuang’s meridians were blocked, and it was no different from ordinary
people. In addition, he was injured and poisoned. He was about to rush over. The
wicked person over there had already discovered her actions. With a wave of his hand,
Qin Shuang was directly slapped. Fly, hit the ground heavily. Looking hard at George
Han, he fainted.

George Han frowned, a slight smile curled up at the corner of his mouth.

“Thanks!” With a dashing sentence, George Han suddenly activated the Tianyin
technique in his body. For a time, the entire cave was violently engulfed in time and
energy, with George Han as the center, a powerful black energy madly gathered
towards him.

The four were suddenly shocked.

“How is this going?”

“What is this kid doing?”



The four of them looked at each other, the youngest rushed towards George Han, the
youngest slammed their hearts and minds, when the boss wanted to stop him. It’s too
late.

George Han’s whole body was enveloped in black energy, and he rushed up facing the
third child, the black energy lightly dispersed, and a fist rushed out directly.

With a bang. The youngest man flew several meters upside down, clutching his chest
and looking at George Han inconceivably.

The black smoke cleared, at this time George Han, with red eyes and ferocious blood,
the black air gently lingered around him, looking from a distance, like a hell death.
Majesty and coldness!

“The youngest.” Looking at the youngest being beaten back, the boss anxiously helped
the youngest, and at this time the youngest was on his chest. A black palm print is
looming.

“f*ck, you kid, you know how to use magic tricks. Give me the trick.” The old man waved
his hand and led the remaining two brothers to attack George Han directly.

George Han was not impatient or impatient, according to the technique recorded in
Tianyin Technique, stimulating the energy in his body, and quickly fought against the
three evil men.

If Qin Shuang was awake at this time, he would definitely be able to see George Han
quickly wandering around the three evil men like a black smoke.

The techniques of the Tianyin technique are very strange and insidious. They are all
ultimate moves. Even the three villains are exhausted for a while.

With George Han yelled, the three wicked men suddenly felt a powerful energy burst
from George Han’s body, and the three of them were bounced off for more than half a
meter.

The headed wicked were horrified. Just now, this kid in front of him is obviously just a
person who looks down on his cultivation and is not very good, but how could he
suddenly change his body and become so strong!

“The third one. It’s up to you.” Putting his gaze on the third one, the four wicked nodded
at the same time, and attacked George Han directly!

Each of the four villains is only the strength of a yellow-level strange beast. But once the
four people unite, the four attributes of wind, rain, thunder and lightning will gather
together, and with each other’s cooperation, the mountains will be shaken suddenly.

Outside the cave, seeing the flashing lights in the cave, the stone monkey smiled coldly:
“It seems that the four bodyguards have acted, and the end of the two human beings is



a place to die without burial. Order to go down. Everything is as usual. Wait. The
Beastmaster was born.”

“Yes!”

And at this time, George Han in the cave, facing the energy of the four gathered together,
his brows frowned, he didn’t even think of it, but in an instant, these four people were
just like himself, suddenly becoming very powerful!

“Roar!”

Suddenly, when the four of them were less than a few meters away from George Han,
they turned into four dragons, staggering each other, and coming straight!

“Dragon?” George Han suddenly surprised.

Chapter 1685

These four strange-looking people, even with human heads and snake bodies, turned
out to be four dragons of different colors!

The green dragon is covered with purple electricity, the purple dragon is wrapped in
white wind, the black dragon is covered with green energy, and the red dragon is
covered with blue light. The four dragons crossed each other, gathered together, and
rushed towards George Han.

“What are you doing in a daze?” George Han drank, his arm shook, and Linlong
suddenly flashed a white light, opening his mouth and attacking Silong!

“Roar!”

The five dragons collided, and the huge energy wave even knocked George Han to the
ground and rushed out along the entire cave. There was a deep gully.

Quiet, surprisingly quiet!

George Han climbed up from the ground with difficulty. The huge wind and waves
almost made him faint. He raised his eyes to the scene of Wulong collision. George Han
smiled.

“Call the woman up and let her see. Lao Tzu is a dragon, not a snake.” Lin Long stood
steadily, and in front of him, four evil dragons lay on their backs on the ground.

They all looked at Linlong tremblingly, their eyes full of incredible.

George Han gave a bitter smile and glanced at Qin Shuang who was unconscious. If
Linlong was looking for dignity, he might not find the right time.



“It’s impossible, you…you’re just a dragon. How did the four of us fight together?”

The four evil dragons have worked together for hundreds of years and have never
encountered any difficult opponents. This is also after the decline of the dragon clan,
they held a group to keep warm. The key reason for living up to now.

But today, they lost to a dragon that was accepted as a spiritual favor!

“Yes, theoretically I can’t beat the four of you.” Linlong smiled: “But if you add the dragon
heart!”

Upon hearing the dragon’s heart, the four evil dragons suddenly dilated their pupils. The
dragon’s heart is the dragon’s magic weapon for the shocking clan. It is precisely
because of its loss that the dragons will decline for thousands of years, even in the eyes
of humans. There is no difference between a dragon and a snake.

“See the patriarch!” After looking at each other, the four dragons knelt down.

Since the Dragon Clan’s cultivation is not supported by the Dragon’s Heart, the
bottleneck of the upper limit is extremely large, in the case of their four brothers. Their
current cultivation is almost the bottleneck period of every dragon in the dragon clan, so
it is impossible for one to four dragons. Beat them.

Ke Linlong can, which already shows that he has obtained the treasure of the dragon
clan.

Besides. When they were fighting just now, the four dragons could already smell the
breath of the dragon’s heart, but they were not sure.

After all, the heart of the dragon has been lost for too long, and the dragon has searched
for so long, and there is no news, how dare they be sure. Now that Linlong said, they
were more sure of what they were thinking, and immediately knelt down.

A dragon with the heart of a dragon. It is the leader of the dragon clan, this is the rule of
the dragon clan.

“Okay, the other patriarch called so affectionate.” Linlong scorned.

Linlong finished speaking and looked at George Han: “These four. How to deal with it?”

“Hungry, kill the snake soup.” George Han said coldly. “Anyway, the cave is full of
strange beasts, and we won’t be able to get out for a while.”

Upon hearing this, the four dragons panicked, and the leader watched Linlong nodded,
and knelt down for a moment and shouted: “Patriarch. No, don’t, we are your race. You
won’t Because of a weak human being, come and kill your own compatriots.”

“Yes, our dragon clan has fallen, we should be united.”



“You have the heart of the dragon clan, what you have to do is to lead our dragon clan to
glory. Not to command this human being.”

Linlong nodded: “You are right, everyone is the same clan, I shouldn’t kill you. I should
also lead you to glory. But the question is who of you can’t provoke me, but I want to
provoke him?”

“Patriarch, he is just a small human being. Even our four brothers can easily kill him.
What’s wrong with him?”

“Yes, the fourth child is right. You have the heart of the dragon clan, and we have the
dragon clan’s 10,000 people. Why do you want to listen to him?”

A bunch of dragons are still pleasing Linlong, because they know very well that only
Linlong can decide their life and death. As for George Han, it was nothing at all.

Linlong smiled slightly: “Yes, there is the heart of the dragon clan. It’s true that it won’t
be possible. Ten thousand people are above, but you forgot the first half. Ten thousand
people are above, and one is below.”

Hearing this, Silong suddenly puzzled!

“Simply, I am his pet, and he is my master. Do you understand?!”

Silong’s face instantly turned pale!

Their dragon patriarch, the star who led them to a glorious future, turned out to be the
pet of the humble human being in front of them!

This……

“Patriarch, didn’t you kidding us?” the head of the four dragons asked cautiously.

“It’s fake, replace it.” Linlong smiled and nodded.

Silong glanced at George Han in disbelief, and then glanced at Linlong, who seemed to
enjoy being someone else’s spirit pet, his mind was too fast to turn around.

What’s going on, why? The Dragon Race with the heart of the Dragon Race, who is
absolutely an absolute powerhouse in the Bafang World, why should I succumb to a
human being!

Moreover, such a weak human being!

Chapter 1686



“Patriarch, I’m not convinced.” The leader shook his head first: “Even if you want to kill
me, I have to say something, he is just rubbish, he is not qualified to be your master.”

“Yes, I think so.”

Silong’s head is the same as pounding garlic, Linlong is helpless, this is looking for
death!

George Han can be his master, is he really just that simple? Obviously not, but Ke
Linlong didn’t dare to say, should he tell them, does this buddy have a Pangu axe on
him? Is there another wife who is one of the three true gods in the future? and also……

Forget it, say it, Linlong himself feels tired!

sometimes. Some people’s backgrounds are so complicated that you can’t help but
make you cry out.

George Han is such a person!

“Hey, the four of you are really hopeless.” Linlong shook his head, originally. He was in
the same clan, and these four dragons are good at cultivation. They cooperated tacitly.
He wanted to scold them, so as to eliminate George Han’s fire and keep them alive, but
he didn’t know these four unconvincing guys. To hit the muzzle desperately.

The four dragons looked at each other strangely. What happened to the four of us? Did
we make a mistake? !

Linlong glanced at George Han and shook his head helplessly when he saw him. After
silently mourning for the four silly dragons in his heart, he picked up energy. Just send
Silong to the west.

But at this moment, the entire cave shook suddenly and violently, and the extremely
sturdy walls of the cave were falling rocks for a while, outside the cave, the wind and
clouds changed, and the wind moved and the clouds were in mid-air, and the black
clouds pressed on the top.

The beasts rushed from everywhere, guarding in front of the cave, kneeling one by one.

But at this moment, Lin Mengxi frowned in the main hall of the Four Peaks, and she
swiftly pinched her fingers and calculated it quickly, a moment later. She frowned, and
said anxiously to Ruo Yu next to her: “Immediately notify the head, the mountain behind
the four peaks has changed. There may be demons coming to this world!”

Ruo Yu has followed Lin Mengxi for many years, and she has been a student since
childhood. It is rare to see Lin Mengxi so nervous, nodded, and flew towards the main
hall quickly.



In the Void Sect, all the disciples felt the sky changed at this time, standing on the open
platform one by one, overlooking the Four Peaks.

The Four Peaks at this time were completely shrouded in black clouds, and purple
lightning jumped wildly in the black clouds, converging with each other. Explode from
time to time!

The head of the Void School also moved out of the main hall quickly with the elders of
the Academy.

“Junior Brother, at the four peaks, black clouds are pressing on top. The demon is so
high, it seems that it should have been born that year.”

Wu Yan sighed heavily: “Unexpectedly, my Void Sect suppressed him for more than a
thousand years, and finally let him reincarnate.”

“His ability is there. Even when he is born, we have no prediction. There are some things
that we can’t stop.” The head smiled indifferently.

Wu Yan nodded: “What the senior brother said is. What should I do with the Four
Peaks?”

“The Beastmaster came to the world. Blessed by all the beasts, can we really stop him
when we go? But, let’s do our best, so you can immediately transfer the elites of the
peaks to the back of the four peaks. You will lead the team and go there. Look at the
situation and remember. Don’t act rashly, so as not to cause unnecessary casualties.”
The head instructed.

Wu Yan nodded and went to do it immediately.

When Wu Yan left, the head shook his head: “I just hope that the restrictions of the Void
Sect can still trap you. Even if you reincarnated, you will never be able to leave my Void
Sect, let alone grow.”

Half an hour later, above the Four Peaks, the disciples of Void Sect gathered.

As the commander of this operation, Wu Yan stood in the center, on both sides, and
separated the six elders. Hundreds of disciples stood right in front, holding long swords
one by one, and their heroic spirit was pressing.

With Wu Yan waved his hand. The team drove to the Four Peaks in a mighty manner.

Ye Gucheng led the first peak disciples to follow in the forefront, secretly rejoicing that
while he was running fast at the beginning, at the same time he was worrying about it.
Because he knew that Qin Shuang hadn’t come out in the back mountain yet.

It’s just a pity that such a great beauty is a rare encounter in a century, but in the end, he
encountered this kind of catastrophe, and since then, it is really regrettable.



But he didn’t tell this matter, and he wouldn’t mention it to anyone. He went to Houshan
Hundred Beast Forest, because abandoning Qin Shuang to ignore it would probably
damage his reputation.

In the cave at this time, after the violent shaking stopped, George Han and others barely
stood up. In the cave at this time, in addition to the thick dust, there is still a dark red
bloody gas pulsing in the undercurrent.

The smell was very pungent, and George Han smelled a little uncomfortable.

“What’s going on?” Lin Long looked at the bottomless cave in a puzzled way.

“Patriarch, hurry…flee, it’s… the Beast King came to the world.” The headed dragon
looked panicked, and then bowed towards the cave religiously.

The same is true for the other three brothers.

Linlong was puzzled, and was a little angry: “Get up all the time. My dragon is the king of
the beasts. Who are you kneeling?”

George Han hurriedly pulled La Linlong. This was obviously not the time of fighting, his
eyes were staring into the cave seriously, and there was an unknown premonition in his
heart.
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